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ECM Opens Calibration Lab in Mexico
Expanding Metrology Services to Latin American Market
Topsfield, Massachusetts: On August 5, 2021, East Coast Metrology, LLC. (ECM Global
Measurement Solutions) announced a partnership with TECMED-3D, a dimensional
measurement and metrology equipment rental company based in Monterrey, Nuevo
Leon, Mexico.

“Our partnership with TECMED-3D expands on our ability to offer customers in Latin
America an ISO/IEC 17025 Accredited Calibration Certification for all portable new or
pre-owned measuring instruments including laser trackers, laser scanners and portable
CMM arms,” states Gary Confalone, President/CEO - ECM Global. Customers within
the Latin American market will all reap the benefits of a convenient metrology service
solution and support while eliminating the challenges often seen when parts and
equipment cross the border.

In an effort to expand visibility for the metrology lab within the South and Central
American borders, ECM announces the launch of their dedicated Latin American
website focused on portable measuring equipment calibrations, and equipment
rentals. Please visit https://EastCoastMetrology.mx to learn more.

“Companies seek greater speed and quality when keeping their equipment calibrated.
With this TECMED-3D / ECM alliance, we get closer to the times and costs desired by
customers.” ~ Hugo Martínez, General Manager – TECMED-3D
###
ABOUT TECMED-3D
TECMED-3D is the premiere metrology service provider in Monterrey, Nuevo Leon,
Mexico. It’s never been easier to select your metrology equipment with TECMED-3D
while taking advantage of the many experienced operators available for your
measurement and inspection needs. From professional dimensional reports to part
certifications, TECMED-3D guarantees efficient and cost-effective metrology solutions.

ABOUT ECM - GLOBAL MEASUREMENT SOLUTIONS (ECM)
ECM - Global Measurement Solutions is an industry recognized metrology service
company with special focus on portable measurement systems and laser scanning. Its
team of expert engineers delivers a wide range of services, including quality training,
systems integration, calibration, and equipment rentals. An industry leader for almost
20 years, ECM’s certified metrology engineers provide specialized technical services, as
well as on-site calibrations. With facilities in Detroit, Boston, and California, this USAbased firm successfully caters to a diverse range of manufacturing industries, including
automotive, aerospace, power generation, architecture, and construction on a global

level. ECM takes pride in the ability to provide comprehensive solutions to meet
customers’ dimensional metrology, engineering and equipment needs.

